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Wyoming’s best adventure starts in Wind River Country.

Come to get away from the crowds: unplug, unwind and meet Wyoming in the way it’s meant to be met.

Come see what’s waiting for you in Wind River Country.

We ask you to please travel responsibly.    Get the latest information.

Start Planning
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Bighorn sheep rut on Whiskey Mountain. Photo: Bill Sincavage
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Wind River Country has all kinds of mountain biking trails. Photo: Jared Steinman
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Dusk in the Wind River Range. Photo: Journal of Lost Time
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Eagle Spirit Singers and Dancers. Photo: Wyoming Office of Tourism
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Ice Climbing in Dubois. Photo: Jared Steinman
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Fishing at Lonesome Lake. Photo: Cinthia Hayford
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Pioneer Days Rodeo. Photo: Matthew Spaulding
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The Wind River Range from the valley. Photo: Wyoming Office of Tourism
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Snowmobiling at Togwotee Pass. Photo: Jeff Shanor
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Plan to visit Dubois, Hudson, Lander, Riverton, Shoshoni and the Wind River Indian Reservation.

Start Exploring
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Travel responsibly



As travel becomes safe again we encourage you to plan ahead, practice physical distancing, play it safe and be kind.

Continue to check our calendar of events for updates and cancellations.

All Events






NOTES FROM THE FIELD BLOG

Visit, or enjoy even a single hike in Wind River Country and you’ll understand why it’s such a great gift to live here.   Hiking plays a part in about everything Shelli Johnson does.  Read about her favorite hikes.

Read On










GRAB A VACATION PACKET



We love going beyond the screen when it’s time to plan a trip. There’s such nostalgia in the simple act of spreading out a travel booklet across the kitchen table and letting your imagination run wild while you plan what’s to come. Start Planning
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Whether you`re planning a trip to Wyoming, or just daydreaming about it, we can help. 

Order a free vacation packet at the link in our bio. 

Photo: Scott Copeland 
•
•
•
#WindRiverCountry #Wyoming #ThatsWY #CowboyState #PlanYourTrip
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Happy April! Take a peek at all the events going on for this month around Wind River Country. 

Be sure to catch the Wind River Farmers Market happening TONIGHT from 4-5:30 p.m. at the Frank B. Wise Business Center in Fort Washakie. 
•
•
•
#WindRiverCountry #Wyoming #ThatsWY #CowboyState #LocalEvents
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While our mountains and badlands are major draws, Wind River Country also has lots of water to play on. With 600 lakes and reservoirs and 2,000 miles of rivers, it`s easy to add water adventures to your trip. Learn more at the link in our bio.

Photo: David Rule 
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#WindRiverCountry #Wyoming #ThatsWY #CowboyState
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Have a beautiful Easter day, from Wyoming`s Wind River Country.

Photo: Scott Copeland 
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#WindRiverCountry #Wyoming #ThatsWY #CowboyState
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Meet Riverton, Wyoming. 

Known as the Rendezvous City, Riverton has a population of just over 10,000 people and is the largest community in the county. Riverton borders the Wind River Indian Reservation and is nestled between mountain ranges and waterways, while it also has a hopping downtown. 

Here are a few events to catch in Riverton this summer: 
-Riverton Day in the Park (July 13) 
-Fremont County Fair (July 27-August 3) 
-1838 Mountain Man Rendezvous (July 3-7)
•
•
•
#WindRiverCountry #Wyoming #ThatsWY #CowboyState #WyomingHistory
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"Behind every great woman...is another great woman." - Kate Hodges 

Before the month ends, we want to take a moment to honor all the bold, strong and amazing women of Wyoming in honor of International Women`s Month. 

Photo: Melanie Hoefle
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•
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#WindRiverCountry #Wyoming #ThatsWY #CowboyState #Women #InternationalWomensMonth
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Who else gets spring fever at the end of March? Give us a ❤ if you`re ready for spring colors! 

Photo: Kirk Rasmussen
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•
•
#WindRiverCountry #Wyoming #ThatsWY #CowyboyState #Spring #InstaBeautiful
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The truth is that Yellowstone National Park is a bucket-list destination. But if you`re ready to venture beyond the park, come see what Wind River Country has to offer. 

Here are a few must-stop spots in Wind River Country:
-Togwotee Pass
-Wind River Wild Horse Sanctuary 
-Castle Gardens Petroglyph Site 
-National Bighorn Sheep Center 

Read more on the best driving tour routes at the link in our bio. 

Photo: Wyoming Office of Tourism 

•
•
•
#WindRiverCountry #Wyoming #ThatsWY #MirrorImage #CowboyState #Beautiful
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Ready to plan your summer vacation to Wyoming`s Wind River Country? 

Sign up for our newsletter for trip itinerary inspiration at the link in our bio. 

Photo: Wind River Country 
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•
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#WindRiverCountry #Wyoming #ThatsWY #CowboyState #Horses #HorsesRunning
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Wondering how you can enjoy the rest of winter in Wyoming? Here`s how: 
-Dog sledding 
-Snowmobiling 
-Fat biking 
-Snowshoeing 

Find more inspiration at the link in our bio. 

Photo: Kirk Rasmussen 
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#WindRiverCountry #Wyoming #ThatsWY #Winter #CowboyState
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What`s one of the things we love most about our wonderful Wyoming? There`s something beautiful around every curve. 

Photo: David Rule 
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•
•
#WindRiverCountry #Wyoming #ThatsWY #CowboyState
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Meet The Sinks. 

Located within Sinks Canyon State Park outside of Lander, Wyoming, this is where the Popo Agie River disappears underground before resurfacing at The Rise, which is 1/4 mile away. 
•
•
•
#wyoming #thatswy #statepark #travel
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"May the road rise to meet you. May the wind be always at your back. May the sun shine warm upon your face, the rains fall soft upon your fields." -An Irish Blessing 

Happy St. Patrick`s Day! 🍀

Photo: @jakeysforkphoto 
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#WindRiverCountry #Wyoming #ThatsWY
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Give us a✋if you`d like to stay in a cabin in the woods of Wyoming. 

Photo: @bradytildeath 
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•
•
#WindRiverCountry #Wyoming #ThatsWY
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Welcome to Wind River Country, a place where you`ll find clear skies, wide-open spaces and a small taste of the Milky Way that will stay with you forever. 

Start planning your stargazing vacation at the link in our bio. 

Photo: @jakeysforkphoto
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#WindRiverCountry #Wyoming #ThatsWY #Stars #Vacation
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Small town Wyoming bars hold something special, especially when there`s a game of pool that can be played. Tell us in the comments below about some of your favorite small town Wyoming bar memories. 

@bradytildeath 
•
•
•
#WindRiverCountry #Wyoming #ThatsWY #BarTalk #SmallTown #Memories
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Summer is just around the corner, and we can`t wait for days like this. 

Who`s planning their trip to Wind River Country? 

Photo: @jakeysforkphoto 
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#WindRiverCountry #Wyoming #ThatsWY #CaveTour #planyourtriptoday
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Wyoming is filled with endless adventures, but we suggest trying something new by going underground on a tour through Boulder Choke Cave. 

Learn how to go on a tour at the link in our bio. 

Photo: Cody Conk @codyconk 
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#WindRiverCountry #Wyoming #ThatsWY #CaveTour #PlanYourTrip
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It`s the best day of the year, "307 Day." Have a wonderful Wyoming-filled day. 

Photo: @bradytildeath
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#WindRiverCountry #Wyoming #ThatsWY #307Day #WyomingDay
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Any day in Wyoming`s Wind River Country is a good day to take a walk. 

Photo: @codyconk 
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#WindRiverCountry #Wyoming #ThatsWY #Explore #PlanYourTrip
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Wind River Visitors Council

P.O. Box 925

Lander, WY 82520
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Sign up Today
GRAB A VACATION PACKET

Get yours now
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